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1 Introduction
In recent months there has been an increase in the number of ransomware trojans, such as
CryptoLocker, that encrypt the files on a computer or the network it is part of, and demands payment
for their recovery. While these can be frustrating for a home user, their impact on a company can be
highly damaging, with potentially many years of work lost across a large number of users.
Although ransomware trojans have existed for many years, the success of the latest variants is
largely due to well-implemented public-key cryptography and the inability of users to recover their
files without paying the ransom. This use of public-key cryptography is very different from older
threats that implemented flawed encryption techniques (allowing file recovery) or were easily
disabled by a skilled IT administrator.
Computers are usually initially infected through a malicious email or compromised website.
Ransomware trojans sometimes pretend to be from a reputable organisation to extort money from
1
2
their victims, examples have included law enforcement and the UK postal service .
In this whitepaper we discuss the potential impact of ransomware trojans, the technology behind a
number of recent threats and most importantly how enterprises can begin to protect themselves from
losing business critical data.

2 Business Impact
2.1

Annoyance or Business Risk?

For individual employees there is the risk of losing valuable data that has not been backed up. This
impact can be frustrating and may have an immediate impact on a team or business unit. However,
the risk to an organisation can be wider than just one employee.
Some ransomware will encrypt files on any drive, including network shares. These are commonly
mapped to all users in large corporate environments and where there is weak access control there is
the potential of losing large amounts of data from multiple areas of a business. Therefore the impact
to a company might be a number of days restoring from backups and rebuilding computers, or it
could be the permanent loss of critical data.
Infections which initially come from email can be spread internally within an organisation as
employees forward documents or access shared mailboxes.
Modern ransomware trojans will not alert the user until they have finished encrypting files, thus
making it much harder to turn off a computer to preserve files. Some will also impose time
restrictions on payment, further pressuring victims.

2.2

Case Study

NCC Group recently assisted a client in which an employee lost two years of work from their
Microsoft Windows laptop due to CryptoWall, despite the laptop having up-to-date antivirus on the
day of infection. The laptop was infected while at home through a drive-by download served by a
malicious advertising server. File encryption started a few minutes later and continued the next day
when the laptop was connected to the internal corporate network.
During our incident response, we discovered that over 28,000 files had been encrypted, including
those on a corporate shared drive belonging to other users. On the first day of the engagement the
detection rate of this variant by anti-virus products was less than three out of 54 products, as
reported by VirusTotal.

1
2

http://www.dotfab.com/resources/urausy-ransomware-hits-the-world-again/
http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/beware-of-royal-mail-scam-emails-that-contain-cryptolocker-feb14
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The antivirus product used by our client did not detect this trojan until NCC Group forensic experts
identified the file on the infected laptop and worked with the vendor to supply a sample thus allowing
signature development.

2.3

Data Recovery Likelihood

Recovering data encrypted by modern ransomware trojans is often impossible, even with the
assistance of forensic experts. Some recent ransomware trojans have included flaws which allowed
recovery of the encryption key, however, new variants are quickly released to fix these problems.
We therefore recommend that proactive measures are taken to reduce the likelihood of ransomware
successfully encrypting data and to limit the impact of this type of incident. Advice suitable for a
corporate environment is given later in this whitepaper.

2.4

Paying to Recover Data

Paying the ransom to recover data funds further criminal activity and provides a viable market for
criminals to operate within. Payment may also leave victims open to future extortion and does not
guarantee that data will be recovered. NCC Group therefore recommends that companies should not
pay any ransom.
Advice from Microsoft states: “We recommend that you do not pay the ransom.There is no guarantee
3
that paying the ransom will return your PC to a usable state.”
The UK‟s National Crime Agency says: “The NCA would never endorse the payment of a ransom to
4
criminals and there is no guarantee that they would honour the payments in any event.”

3 Evolution of Ransomware
3.1

Historic Examples of Ransomware
5

Ransomware trojans appeared as early as 1989 with the “PC Cyborg trojan” , which encrypted
filenames and demanded payment of $189 to the author. However, many early ransomware trojans
would simply limit access to a computer, displaying a message to the user demanding payment.
Over time these ransomware trojans increased in sophistication. In 2005 the GPCode (or
6
PGPCoder ) trojan was identified, which encrypted common document and archive files before
demanding payment. Although early versions used weak cryptography a variant in 2006 used a 660
7
bit RSA key, which was eventually cracked by an antivirus company . Later variants used stronger
keys and overwrote files, the first steps toward modern encrypting ransomware.
Over time, other types of ransomware emerged, including fake antivirus programs. These display
warnings or alerts which look alarming and are often difficult for the average user to remove,
prompting many to pay the ransomware authors.
A typical warning from this type of ransomware is shown below. This image is set as the desktop
wallpaper and includes the threat that information stored in the internet history could “break your life”.

3

http://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/mmpc/shared/ransomware.aspx
http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/256-alert-mass-spamming-event-targeting-ukcomputer-users
5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AIDS_(trojan_horse)
6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PGPCoder
4
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http://www.securelist.com/en/analysis/189678219/Blackmailer_the_story_of_Gpcode
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Image 1 - Desktop wallpaper set by a typical fake anti-virus

This fake antivirus program goes on to display the following fictitious list of infections, which prompts
the user for registration and payment.

Image 2 - False threats shown to a user by fake anti-virus
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3.2

Modern Encrypting Ransomware – Microsoft Windows

Modern ransomware trojans typically implement strong, asymmetric encryption. The most robust
implementations do not generate encryption keys on the infected machine and therefore data cannot
be retrieved even if encryption is interrupted early.
CryptoLocker is perhaps the most famous modern ransomware trojan and was first seen in
September 2013. However, a large number of clones have since been identified, all hoping to make
a profit from encrypting files and charging for their return. Particularly successful imitations include
8
CryptoDefense and BitCrypt (Cribit).
Despite the successful use of encryption, some modern ransomware trojans present a very basic
message to the user and arguably look less believable than fake antivirus programs. The warning
displayed to a BitCrypt victim is shown below.

Image 3 - The message displayed by BitCrypt upon infection

Many ransomware infections come from “drive-by downloads” on compromised websites, for
example CryptoLocker was frequently delivered using the GameOver/Zeus exploit kit. However,
other infection mechanisms have also been used, including emails with a malicious attachment or
link. Encrypting ransomware frequently demands payment in alternate currency such as Bitcoin or
Litecoin.

8

http://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/cryptodefense-cryptolocker-imitator-makes-over-34000one-month
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Image 4 - Instructions for file recovery as shown by CryptoWall

Files selected for encryption differ between variants but encrypting ransomware will typically target
files on all accessible drives including fixed (local) drives, removable media and network shares.
Further technical information on the evolution of ransomware can be found in the Sophos paper
9
“Ransomware: Next-generation Fake Antivirus” .

3.3

Modern Encrypting Ransomware – Smartphones and Tablets

After the relative success of PC-based trojans there have been a number of instances of
ransomware for smartphones or tablet devices. For example in May the Reveton ransomware was
10
observed on the Android platform .
It is possible that the overall effect on these platforms will be lower; current trojans require users to
have a jailbroken device or to manually install software. In addition many mobile platforms implement
technical controls such as application sandboxing which can improve resilience against unauthorised
modification of data. It should be noted that mobile devices will often still have the concept of shared
data which is accessibly by applications. This data typically includes photographs and downloaded
content. As a result the impact while potentially less can be still somewhat disruptive.
Where devices are issued to staff the policy should lock down changes to configuration and ensure
that users are unable to modify their device in a manner that could affect corporate data or that
corporate data is sufficiently segregated from user installed apps.

3.4

Modern Encrypting Ransomware – Apple Mac OS X

To date while we have seen low grade non-encrypting ransomware samples target Mac OS X
11
users no publically documented samples of encrypting ransomware have been seen. This lack of
9

http://www.sophos.com/en-us/why-sophos/our-people/technical-papers/ransomware-nextgeneration-fake-antivirus.aspx
10
http://labs.bitdefender.com/2014/05/reveton-icepol-ransomware-moves-to-android/
11
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samples however, should not be interpreted as the platform being immune to such threats. When
Windows targets begin to yield less for the criminals in terms of payments it is only reasonable to
predict that criminals will look to alternate platforms and thus consider Mac OS X as a viable platform
to target.

4 Defensive Strategies
This section presents a number of suggestions for mitigating modern ransomware trojans. Please
contact NCC Group if you require advice specific to your organisation or to understand how to deploy
these technical mitigations in your corporate environment.
It is important to note that antivirus is only part of a viable defensive strategy against ransomware
due to the large number of new variants each day. We recommend a mixture of user education,
policy & procedure and technical mitigations to reduce the risk of ransomware trojans and mitigate
the impact if an infection occurs.

4.1

Best Practice Advice

Best practice advice should be followed at all times, including (but not limited to) the following:







4.2

Regular backups should be taken of all critical data and where possible be stored off-line or
in a manner which will ensure integrity
Antivirus should be installed and regularly updated on all machines
Patches for operating systems and software (especially web browsers, office suites and
common document readers) should be installed as soon as they are available
Corporate laptops should use a VPN connection (with two-factor authentication where
appropriate)
Restrictive access control should be employed to ensure users can only access the data for
their function
Regular, on-going security testing should be conducted

Policy & Procedures and User Education

Every company, regardless of size, should have a business continuity, disaster recovery plan and
incident management policy along with a set of supporting procedures. These policies and
procedures should consider the impact to routine business if computer systems were unavailable or
data was lost. Individuals should be appointed and given the authority to make decisions during an
incident, including the ability to call in external help where required.
Users should be regularly reminded of the acceptable use policy for corporate assets, including
whilst machines are operated at remote locations or from home. Advice should be provided to users
about the risks from browsing inappropriate websites, installing unauthorised software or opening
malicious emails.

4.3

Technical Mitigations

In order to limit damage to data stored on network shares it is advisable to map these as local drives
only when absolutely required. User or group-based file permissions should be implemented to
protect data from being deleted or modified by users who do not have a valid business reason to
make changes.
Some resilience may be gained from running a different antivirus product on servers than the one
used on laptops or workstations. However, it is more important to ensure that any antivirus or
security products are regularly updated and online features (cloud-based protection) are enabled

users/
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where appropriate.
In some corporate environments it may be possible to apply a whitelisted approach to external
internet access. Access can be enabled only for sites directly relevant to the business, reducing the
risk of drive-by downloads from unauthorised websites or personal webmail.
A powerful technical mitigation is the use of Software Restriction Policies (SRP) on Microsoft
Windows platforms. On some locked-down workstations, these can be used to whitelist specific
12
applications . However, in many corporate networks it is more realistic to restrict execution from a
small number of common directories, as described in the following section.
For mobile devices where the ability exists via Mobile Device Management to limit which applications
can be installed either device wide or within a dual-persona corporate container it is recommended
that this functionality be leveraged.
For organizations using Mac OS X in order to be able to block certain applications or untrusted
binaries a third party aftermarket solution will be required.

4.3.1 Software Restriction Policies on Microsoft Windows
In most cases ransomware is delivered directly from an exploit kit in a web browser or as an email
attachment. Therefore it is essential to restrict access to file system locations that programs are likely
to be executed from. These locations are usually temporary directories, used by software such as
Internet Explorer, WinZip, WinRAR or 7-Zip.
Software Restriction Policies (SRP) are a feature introduced in Windows XP and Server 2003, which
allow users and domain administrators to control the ability of programs to execute. This is achieved
within the context of whitelisted and blacklisted paths, file names, network zones and executables
identified by their hash or their publisher certificate.
There are usually three directories where files are temporarily stored upon extraction or when
clicking “Run” instead of “Save” when downloading an executable with Internet Explorer:




%AppData%
%LocalAppData% (Windows > 6.0)
%UserProfile%\Local Settings (Windows XP)

Applying a restriction policy to the above folders will also affect their sub-folders, thus it is crucial that
administrators whitelist any executables that already exist in the directory tree as long as they are
sure that they are not malicious. In the table below are listed directories that are likely to be used by
software to extract in and run their content from.

Table 1 - Important paths to apply restrictions

Name

Path

Application Data

%AppData%

Local Settings

%LocalAppData%

Windows > 6.0

Local Settings

%UserProfile%\Local Settings\

Windows XP

Outlook 2010 Attachments

%HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\14.0\Outlook\Security\Ou
tlookSecureTempFolder%

Path derived
from registry key

Outlook 2010 Attachments

%HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Policies\Microsoft\Office\14.0\Outlook\Sec
urity\OutlookSecureTempFolder%

Path derived
from registry key

12

Comments

http://www.nsa.gov/ia/_files/os/win2k/Application_Whitelisting_Using_SRP.pdf
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Name

Path

Comments

Outlook 2007 Attachments

%HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\12.0\Outlook\Security\Ou
tlookSecureTempFolder%

Path derived
from registry key

Outlook 2007 Attachments

%HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Policies\Microsoft\Office\12.0\Outlook\Sec
urity\OutlookSecureTempFolder%

Path derived
from registry key

Outlook 2003 Attachments

%HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\11.0\Outlook\Security\Ou
tlookSecureTempFolder%

Path derived
from registry key

Outlook 2003 Attachments

%HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Policies\Microsoft\Office\11.0\Outlook\Sec
urity\OutlookSecureTempFolder%

Path derived
from registry key

There also some application specific folders that may need to be whitelisted or considered
separately from wider SRP implementation.

Table 2 - Optional paths

Name

Path

Comments

Internet Explorer
Temporary Internet Files

%LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
Files

Windows Built-in Zip

%LocalAppData%\Temp\*.zip\

Windows > 6.0

Windows Built-in Zip

%UserProfile%\Local Settings\Temp\*.zip\

Windows XP

WinRAR

%LocalAppData%\Temp\Rar*\

Windows > 6.0

WinRAR

%UserProfile%\Local Settings\Temp\Rar*\

Windows XP

WinZip

%LocalAppData%\Temp\wz*\

Windows > 6.0

WinZip

%UserProfile%\Local Settings\Temp\wz*\

Windows XP

7-Zip

%LocalAppData%\Temp\7z*\

Windows > 6.0

7-Zip

%UserProfile%\Local Settings\Temp\7z*\

Windows XP

NCC Group has prepared a step-by-step guide on how to create and apply the Software Restriction
Policies.
1. On the Domain Controller, load the Group Domain Management console (e.g. run the
command “gpmc.msc”).
2. In the correct domain, right click and choose “Create a GPO in this domain” as shown in the
screenshot below. Alternatively, you can choose to edit the Default Domain Policy but this is
not recommended.
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Image 5 - Creating a new Group Policy object

3. Type a new name for the policy and click “OK”.
4. Right click on the new policy and choose “Edit”. This will bring up the Group Policy
Management Editor which will allow configuring the SRP.
5. Go to “Computer configuration -> Windows Settings -> Security Settings -> Software
Restriction Policies”. If no SRP have been defined before, right click and choose “New
Software Restriction Policies as shown in the screenshot below.

Image 6 - New Software Restriction Policies
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6. Defined in the “Designated Files Types” window are all the file extensions which are
considered executables. The list can be modified by adding new or removing existing
extensions. Because many programs have shortcuts in one of the %AppData% sub-folders
(such as pinned programs on the Quick Launch bar) they might stop working despite the fact
that the actual executable is located in a non-blacklisted path. This is due to the fact that the
shortcut extension, .lnk, is included in the “Designated File Types” list. In this case, the
extension can either be removed from the list or the desired shortcuts can be added to a
separate whitelist.

Image 7 – Viewing designated file types

7. Under “Additional Rules” we can create new rules by right clicking and selecting “New Path
Rule” as can be seen below.

Image 8 - Adding a new path rule

The policy will be applied when a domain user logs in. In a realistic scenario that a user receives an
NCC Group | Page 12
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email containing a ZIP attachment with malware in it, the user will see the following message:

Image 9 - The error message displayed to a user when a program is blocked

Even though the zip file was saved on the user‟s desktop, the malware was temporarily extracted
in %LocalAppData% where a Software Restriction Policy was in place, hence protecting the user
from accidental infection. The incident will be logged by the Event Viewer as a warning as show in
the screenshot below.

Image 10 - The incident as shown in Windows Event Viewer

This configuration whilst not a panacea can mitigate in a manageable fashion the common infection
vectors used by encrypting ransomware on Microsoft Windows today.
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5 Conclusions
Due to the financial success of recent ransomware trojans it is likely that new variants will continue to
emerge. Successfully defending against modern encrypting ransomware will require a blended
approach of user education, technical mitigations and preparation for if an incident occurs.
Implementing technical controls can take time and require careful testing; however these are likely to
assist with the overall defence against both ransomware and other threats. Compared to the
potential cost of losing corporate data this investment is likely to prove worthwhile.
NCC Group can offer proactive advice, security assurance and incident response services. If you are
an existing customer please contact your account manager for tailored advice and consultancy.
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